TRADITION
TurboTorch is the choice of HVAC and plumbing industry professionals. It isn’t just a torch, it’s a legacy with over 30 years of history.

PRIDE
TurboTorch products maintain a record others cannot touch.

- TurboTorch Extreme design & engineering
- Contractor training recognized by NATE
- Customer support for both wholesalers and contractors
- TurboTorch has the most comprehensive line of air fuel and oxy fuel torches, accessories and tips
- Commitment to safety

All Products are backed by a 3-year over-the-counter warranty

PROFESSIONALISM
Only TurboTorch offers the proven professional grade torch. TurboTorch isn’t about to send professionals to work with a DIY torch. Demand the right equipment, training and support to get the job done – TurboTorch.

Customer Care: 800-238-0282

Ask your distributor about the complete line of TurboTorch products or visit us on-line at: www.turbotorch.com

MY DAD TAUGHT ME EVERYTHING I KNOW ABOUT THIS BUSINESS.

AS FAR AS I'M CONCERNED, TURBOTORCH IS THE BEST. ALWAYS HAS BEEN. WITH ANYTHING ELSE, YOU JUST GET BURNED.

CARRY THE TORCH
IT'S CALLED PROFESSIONAL GRADE FOR A REASON.

www.turbotorch.com

MAPP/Propane Torch

Air-Acetylene Torches

Oxy-Acetylene Outfits
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CARRY THE TORCH
IT'S CALLED PROFESSIONAL GRADE FOR A REASON.
When you want the best, accept no substitutes.

A legacy of innovation, reliability and commitment that will last for years to come. TurboTorch is designed and built for professional grade performance in the HVAC and plumbing markets. Known for product excellence and user safety, TurboTorch has earned the same distinction as Victor Equipment Company.

**TurboTorch Offers:**
- Extreme Swirl Technology (burns hotter and cleaner)
- Highest heat output temperatures available
- Pure, clean flame
- Instantaneous working temperatures
- Consistent target temperatures
- Durable and innovative design & engineering
- Three-year warranty

**TurboTorch Offers:**
- Extreme Swirl Technology (burns hotter and cleaner)
- Highest heat output temperatures available
- Pure, clean flame
- Instantaneous working temperatures
- Consistent target temperatures
- Durable and innovative design & engineering
- Three-year warranty

**Innovative Market Leaders**
Professionals count on TurboTorch innovative design, engineering and manufacturing. The patented Extreme Swirl Technology completely burns the fuel inside the flame tube. The result is a pure working flame that is non-oxidizing and non-carbonizing.

**See for Yourself**

**Theirs**
- Brass Tip – can be damaged if dropped
- Flame Holder – made of thin metal stamping which can be distorted or damaged, resulting in inconsistent flame and wasted fuel
- Fixed Tip – does not rotate limiting range of motion while working
- Exposed Venturi Mixer – opens possibility for debris to clog orifice and plug the tube

**Ours**
- Stainless Steel Tip – resists damage and extends life of tip and torch
- Fixed Tip – rotates 360° for more flexibility on the job
- Protected Venturi Orifice – ensures mixture of ambient air and fuel, while preventing debris from clogging gas flow
- Schrader Valve – less reliable and easily plugged

**MAPP®/Propane Torches**
TurboTorch began by manufacturing MAPP/Propane torches for professional plumbing and continues to dominate in this industry. TurboTorch is the torch that plumbing and HVAC professionals rely on to get the job done.

- Balanced and lightweight ergonomic design (easy to use and it reduces arm fatigue)
- Two sizes (meets the needs of any job)
- Reaches working temperatures faster
- Rotating tip (allows more flexibility)
- Durable flame holder

**Air Acetylene Torches**
TurboTorch also offers a wide range of air acetylene torches, tips and kits. Ideal for the HVAC industry.

- Self-lighting and standard torches
- Full range of tips and accessories
- Acetylene burns hotter than MAPP or propane
- Requires only one cylinder
- Economic substitute for oxy-acetylene
- Air-acetylene tote kits include extra tips and MC or B tote

**Oxy-acetylene Outfits**
TurboTorch oxy-acetylene outfits are manufactured by Victor, the undisputed leader in gas apparatus.

- Medium or light duty welding, cutting and brazing tote outfits
- Torch outfits available with or without tanks
- Extensive line of cutting attachments, welding handles, tips and nozzles
- Unique tote design (small footprint), ergonomic handle and built-in storage compartments
- All outfits are completely compatible with Victor tips and components

**Air Acetylene Torches**
TurboTorch offers:
- Extreme Swirl Technology (burns hotter and cleaner)
- Highest heat output temperatures available
- Pure, clean flame
- Instantaneous working temperatures
- Consistent target temperatures
- Durable and innovative design & engineering
- Three-year warranty

**MAPP®/Propane Torches**
TurboTorch began by manufacturing MAPP/Propane torches for professional plumbing and continues to dominate in this industry. TurboTorch is the torch that plumbing and HVAC professionals rely on to get the job done.

- Balanced and lightweight ergonomic design (easy to use and it reduces arm fatigue)
- Two sizes (meets the needs of any job)
- Reaches working temperatures faster
- Rotating tip (allows more flexibility)
- Durable flame holder

**Air Acetylene Torches**
TurboTorch also offers a wide range of air acetylene torches, tips and kits. Ideal for the HVAC industry.

- Self-lighting and standard torches
- Full range of tips and accessories
- Acetylene burns hotter than MAPP or propane
- Requires only one cylinder
- Economic substitute for oxy-acetylene
- Air-acetylene tote kits include extra tips and MC or B tote

**Oxy-acetylene Outfits**
TurboTorch oxy-acetylene outfits are manufactured by Victor, the undisputed leader in gas apparatus.

- Medium or light duty welding, cutting and brazing tote outfits
- Torch outfits available with or without tanks
- Extensive line of cutting attachments, welding handles, tips and nozzles
- Unique tote design (small footprint), ergonomic handle and built-in storage compartments
- All outfits are completely compatible with Victor tips and components

**Innovative Market Leaders**
Professionals count on TurboTorch innovative design, engineering and manufacturing. The patented Extreme Swirl Technology completely burns the fuel inside the flame tube. The result is a pure working flame that is non-oxidizing and non-carbonizing.

This chart shows thermal imaging comparisons of TurboTorch Extreme air acetylene tips along with comparable tips offered by two other manufacturers.